SET 1
Jack Straw [6:29]
Friend Of The Devil [8:07]
Wang Dang Doodle [6:01]
Jack-A-Roe [4:45]
Queen Jane Approximately [5:49]
Lazy River Road [6:15]
Eternity (1) [9:15] >
Deal [12:49]

SET 2
In The Midnight Hour [6:59]
Cumberland Blues [7:45]
Playing In The Band [9:27]>
Uncle John's Band [9:19]>
Jam [17:46]>
Drums [4:25]>
Space [14:56]>
I Need A Miracle [4:11]>
Standing On The Moon [9:03]>
Sugar Magnolia [8:19]

ENCORE
The Mighty Quinn [4:33]

SOUNDBOARD

Artwork by Michael Everett
Grateful Dead 10/5/94
Philadelphia Spectrum
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